
HAIR CARE

Cut & Style
Kids Cut
Blow Dry

Hair Updo
It can be as simple as a ponytail or It can be as simple as a ponytail or 
anan elaborated hair arrangement  elaborated hair arrangement 
intended for a special occasion.intended for a special occasion.

Braids 
Get your hair game on with a Get your hair game on with a 
simple three-strand braid, some simple three-strand braid, some 
trendy boxing braids or a full-trendy boxing braids or a full-
braided head ‘Rastafari style’!braided head ‘Rastafari style’!

#CHALK Special 
A total makeover tailored to your A total makeover tailored to your 
style and creatively designed style and creatively designed 
according to your facial features.according to your facial features.

COLOR

W/A with ammonia.with ammonia.
W/OA without ammonia.without ammonia.

Root Color: W/AW/A
Root Color: W/OAW/OA
Full Color: W/AW/A
Full Color: W/OAW/OA
Half Head Highlights
Full Head Highlights
Ombre / Balayage
Bleach

Toner
Used for personalizing your unique Used for personalizing your unique 
hair color to add natural or more hair color to add natural or more 
visible tones after a professional visible tones after a professional 
color treatment.color treatment.

Color Correction
A color correction that helps A color correction that helps 
neutralize neutralize any unwanted tones in any unwanted tones in 
your hair color. It is a very detailed your hair color. It is a very detailed 
process and while some color process and while some color 
corrections can be done in a step corrections can be done in a step 
or two, others can be very complex or two, others can be very complex 
and require several visits to the and require several visits to the 
salon.salon.

Hair Extensions
The perfect method for easy and The perfect method for easy and 
quickly adding length, volume and quickly adding length, volume and 
highlights. We have clip-in, tape-in highlights. We have clip-in, tape-in 
and ponytail options available in and ponytail options available in 
Mongolian or Premium European Mongolian or Premium European 

#FemmeSERVICESSERVICES

TREATMENT

Treat Me Straightening
A hair smoothing treatment A hair smoothing treatment 
to eliminate frizz and provide to eliminate frizz and provide 
straightening. It bonds protein to straightening. It bonds protein to 
the outer layer of the hair, which the outer layer of the hair, which 
helps smooth, soften, and relax it!helps smooth, soften, and relax it!

Treat Me Hair Loss
A breakthrough treatment A breakthrough treatment to to 
reduce hair loss and maintain reduce hair loss and maintain 
the density of thinning hair. By the density of thinning hair. By 
nourishing the scalp with multi-nourishing the scalp with multi-
vitamins and Omega 6, and vitamins and Omega 6, and 
preventing the stiffening of hair preventing the stiffening of hair 
collagen, we achieve unparalleled collagen, we achieve unparalleled 
results.results. 

Blame It On Dubai 
Treatment
The water, the sun, the beach, The water, the sun, the beach, 
the styling for fancy events. This the styling for fancy events. This 
range of treatments deliver deep range of treatments deliver deep 
conditioning, shine and long-conditioning, shine and long-
lasting nourishment. Plant derived lasting nourishment. Plant derived 
‘Super Proteins’ strengthen and ‘Super Proteins’ strengthen and 
repair damage caused by heat, repair damage caused by heat, 
styling and humidity, so that no styling and humidity, so that no 
matter how ‘tough’ your Dubai life matter how ‘tough’ your Dubai life 
is, your hair is always on point.is, your hair is always on point.

Phillip B Four Step 
Treatment 
A treatment based on pure A treatment based on pure 
botanicals, packed with super light botanicals, packed with super light 
essential oils. This award-winning essential oils. This award-winning 
conditioning treatment sinks right conditioning treatment sinks right 
in, offering long-term repair to in, offering long-term repair to 
all hair types and improving scalp all hair types and improving scalp 
conditions such as dandruff.conditions such as dandruff.

Phillip B Amber 
Treatment
An indulgently luxurious and An indulgently luxurious and 
botanical treatment that botanical treatment that 
restructures, revitalizes, revives restructures, revitalizes, revives 
and regenerates all hair types. and regenerates all hair types. 
Prevents breakage, restores Prevents breakage, restores 
natural shine and luster, bounce natural shine and luster, bounce 
and body lost by chemicals and and body lost by chemicals and 
styling. styling. 

OLAPLEX Treatment
Rebuilds the damaged bonds in Rebuilds the damaged bonds in 
your hair that are broken during your hair that are broken during 
the chemical process. Restores the the chemical process. Restores the 
strength, structure and integrity strength, structure and integrity 
of your hair during or after of your hair during or after 
coloring.coloring.hair. hair. 
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FACE

GLAMGLOW Facial
An express facial to steam, An express facial to steam, 
cleanse, exfoliate, masque and cleanse, exfoliate, masque and 
moisture your skin that instantly moisture your skin that instantly 
produces a noticeable glow that produces a noticeable glow that 
lasts for days!lasts for days!

#CHALK Facial
A signature facial customized A signature facial customized 
to your skin type. An indulgent to your skin type. An indulgent 
experience to steam, cleanse, experience to steam, cleanse, 
exfoliate, masque and moisturize exfoliate, masque and moisturize 
your skin with the most luxurious your skin with the most luxurious 
products, combined with a face products, combined with a face 
massage that lifts and firms massage that lifts and firms 
the skin for a youthful-looking the skin for a youthful-looking 
complexion.complexion.

LVL Lash Lift
By straightening your natural By straightening your natural 
lashes at the root and then tinting lashes at the root and then tinting 
them, this revolutionary treatment them, this revolutionary treatment 
gives you the appearance of gives you the appearance of 
longer, thicker lashes.longer, thicker lashes.

Make-up

NAIL CARE

Cut & File
Hands Shape & Polish
Feet Shape & Polish
Manicure 
Pedicure 
Gel Manicure 
Gel Pedicure
Nail Extensions

Medi Meets Pedi
A foot care treatment made with A foot care treatment made with 
pharmaceutical-grade ingredients pharmaceutical-grade ingredients 
that penetrate faster and deeper that penetrate faster and deeper 
into the skin. It includes a foot into the skin. It includes a foot 
soak, an exfoliating seaweed soak, an exfoliating seaweed 
scrub, a massage formula, a callus scrub, a massage formula, a callus 
softener, and various dry skin and softener, and various dry skin and 
anti-fungal care formulas. There’s anti-fungal care formulas. There’s 
even one for cold feet, for sweaty even one for cold feet, for sweaty 
feet and for tired legs!feet and for tired legs!

THREADING

Upper Lip
Eyebrows 
Eyebrow Tint
Full Face 

MASSAGE

Head & Shoulders
Hands
Feet

#FemmeSERVICESSERVICES
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HAIR CARE

Hair Trim 
Hair Cut
Kids Cut
Hair Styling

#CHALK Special 
A total makeover tailored to your A total makeover tailored to your 
style and creatively designed style and creatively designed 
according to your facial features.according to your facial features.

BEARD

Beard Trim 
A scented steamed towel to openA scented steamed towel to open  
the pores, followed by meticulously the pores, followed by meticulously 
shaping or shaving your beard shaping or shaving your beard 
with the trimmer and ending with with the trimmer and ending with 
a cold towel and a post-shave a cold towel and a post-shave 
balm.balm.

Clean Shave 
A sensory experience that starts A sensory experience that starts 
with a pre-shave oil and a hot with a pre-shave oil and a hot 
towel, followed by a flawless towel, followed by a flawless 
shave and ending with a post-shave and ending with a post-
shave balm, leaving you refreshed shave balm, leaving you refreshed 
and invigorated.and invigorated.

#CHALK Shave 
A revitalizing experience that A revitalizing experience that 
starts with a scented steaming starts with a scented steaming 
hot towel, steam, face wash hot towel, steam, face wash 
and scrub to gently cleanse and and scrub to gently cleanse and 
refresh your skin. We then apply a refresh your skin. We then apply a 
pre-shave oil, prior to meticulously pre-shave oil, prior to meticulously 
shaping or shaving your beard, shaping or shaving your beard, 
and topping it off with a masque, and topping it off with a masque, 
a cold towel to close the pores,  a cold towel to close the pores,  
post-shave balm and cologne.post-shave balm and cologne.

COLOR

Full Hair
Half Head Highlights
Full Head Highlights
Beard & Mustache
Bleach 

Color Correction
A color correction that helps A color correction that helps 
neutralize neutralize any unwanted tones in any unwanted tones in 
your hair color. It is a very detailed your hair color. It is a very detailed 
process and while some color process and while some color 
corrections can be done in a step corrections can be done in a step 
or two, others can be very complex or two, others can be very complex 
and require several visits to the and require several visits to the 
salon.salon.

#HommeSERVICESSERVICES

Toner
Used for personalizing your unique Used for personalizing your unique 
hair color to add natural or more hair color to add natural or more 
visible tones after a professional visible tones after a professional 
color treatment.color treatment.

TREATMENT

Protein Treatment
A hair smoothing treatment A hair smoothing treatment 
to eliminate frizz and provide to eliminate frizz and provide 
straightening. It bonds protein to straightening. It bonds protein to 
the outer layer of the hair, which the outer layer of the hair, which 
helps smooth, soften and relax it!helps smooth, soften and relax it!

Treat Me Hair Loss
A breakthrough treatment A breakthrough treatment to to 
reduce hair loss and maintain reduce hair loss and maintain 
the density of thinning hair. By the density of thinning hair. By 
nourishing the scalp with multi-nourishing the scalp with multi-
vitamins and Omega 6, and vitamins and Omega 6, and 
preventing the stiffening of hair preventing the stiffening of hair 
collagen, we achieve unparalleled collagen, we achieve unparalleled 
results.results. 

Blame It On Dubai 
Treatment
The water, the sun, the beach, The water, the sun, the beach, 
the styling for fancy events. This the styling for fancy events. This 
range of treatments deliver deep range of treatments deliver deep 
conditioning, shine and long-conditioning, shine and long-
lasting nourishment. Plant derived lasting nourishment. Plant derived 
‘Super Proteins’ strengthen and ‘Super Proteins’ strengthen and 
repair damage caused by heat, repair damage caused by heat, 
styling and humidity, so that no styling and humidity, so that no 
matter how ‘tough’ your Dubai life matter how ‘tough’ your Dubai life 
is, your hair is always on point.is, your hair is always on point.

Phillip B Four Step 
Treatment 
A treatment based on pureA treatment based on pure  
botanicals, packed with super light botanicals, packed with super light 
essential oils. This award-winning essential oils. This award-winning 
conditioning treatment sinks right conditioning treatment sinks right 
in, offering long-term repair to in, offering long-term repair to 
all hair types and improving scalp all hair types and improving scalp 
conditions such as dandruff.conditions such as dandruff.

Phillip B Amber 
Treatment
An indulgently luxurious and An indulgently luxurious and 
botanical treatment that botanical treatment that 
restructures, revitalizes, revives restructures, revitalizes, revives 
and regenerates all hair types. and regenerates all hair types. 
Prevents breakage, restores Prevents breakage, restores 
natural shine and luster, bounce natural shine and luster, bounce 
and body lost by chemicals and and body lost by chemicals and 
styling. styling. 
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OLAPLEX Treatment
Rebuilds the damaged bonds in Rebuilds the damaged bonds in 
your hair that are broken during your hair that are broken during 
the chemical process. Restores the the chemical process. Restores the 
strength, structure and integrity strength, structure and integrity 
of your hair during or after of your hair during or after 
coloring.coloring.

FACE

GLAMGLOW Facial
An express facial to steam, An express facial to steam, 
cleanse, exfoliate, masque and cleanse, exfoliate, masque and 
moisture your skin that instantly moisture your skin that instantly 
produces a noticeable glow that produces a noticeable glow that 
lasts for days!lasts for days!

#CHALK Facial
A signature facial customized A signature facial customized 
to your skin type. An indulgent to your skin type. An indulgent 
experience to steam, cleanse, experience to steam, cleanse, 
exfoliate, masque and moisturize exfoliate, masque and moisturize 
your skin with the most luxurious your skin with the most luxurious 
products, combined with a face products, combined with a face 
massage that lifts and firms massage that lifts and firms 
the skin for a youthful-looking the skin for a youthful-looking 
complexion.complexion.

NAIL CARE

Cut & File
Manicure 
Pedicure 

GROOMING

Threading Eyebrows 
Threading Full Face
Ears & Nose Wax

MASSAGE

Head & Shoulders
Hands
Feet

#HommeSERVICESSERVICES

*UC: Upon Consultation
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